
Postural fatigue 
and strains
Avoid excessive loads.
Pause periodically and try to
relax your muscles.

Biological hazards
You can catch diseases from
wounds, cuts, etc. caused by
contaminated materials or
substances.
For this reason, all wounds
produced during work must be
treated and cleaned with plenty of
soap and water.

All agricultural workers run
the potential risk of catching
tetanus and therefore
must be vaccinated.

Insect bites
Stings from bees and
wasps can be serious,
especially in persons
allergic to the poison of
these insects.
Avoid wearing 
brightly-coloured clothes 
as these may attract bees
and wasps.

A first aid kit must be handy,
containing the items necessary to
treat injuries and with anti-allergic
medication for treating allergic
reactions.

Risks of falls while loading
and unloading harvesting
baskets
Provide ladders with metal steps and guards in order to
unload baskets easily and safely.

ACCIDENTS DURING GRAPE HARVESTING
Grape harvesting involves a number of hazards. Our aim, in this
document, is to indicate some of the most important of these
hazards, indicating the appropriate preventive measures to
minimize accidents.

Falls from a tractor or trailer
Driving a tractor or riding on a
trailer is very hazardous
due to the bumpy, irregular
terrain, the pronounced slope of
the vineyards, etc.
Tractors and trailers can turn
over, workers can fall off or hurt
themselves due to sudden
accelerating or braking.
It is, therefore, forbidden to
ride on the tractor or trailer.

Cuts from shears or cutting tools
Hold the bunch by the base when cutting.
Never hold it by the stem.

Accidents to the eyes caused by knocks or pricks
from vine twigs
By getting too close to the vines you run the risk of being pricked 
by twigs.
Eye protection recommended.

How to
prevent
accidents
during
the grape
harvest

Provide harvesting trailers with a sufficient number of convenient 
handholds.
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